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NOTHING BEATS AN EXCITING HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCE TO DEEPEN LEARNING. THE
MAGIC OF A FIELD TRIP ISN’T JUST THE
SUBJECT. IT’S THE BREAK IN ROUTINE AND
ADVENTURE THAT OPENS UP STUDENTS’
MINDS TO NEW THINGS.
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MESSAGE
FROM THE
CHAIRMAN

Dear students and guardians,
Let me take this opportunity
to congratulate and thank our
students, parents, faculties,
administrative members and
stakeholders for helping Global
College of Management (GCM)
reach this level of name and fame
in about a decade. Indeed, this is
something for us to celebrate and
rejoice over.
It would be no exaggeration
to state that GCM has been
the institution of first choice
amongst youth desiring to pursue
management education basically
because they are aware of the
level of salability of our graduates
in the labour market. In order
to stand out in the competitive
environment we are striving to
provide the finest atmosphere for
teaching and learning through
creation of physical facilities and
adoption of relevant technology.
New services and facilities are
created and installed and existing

ones are upgraded, which often
requires borrowing from outside.
We have heavily borrowed from
banks and financial institutions
but let me make it clear that every
paisa borrowed is used in asset
creation. Let me also make it loud
and clear that, despite huge debt
servicing obligation, we at GCM
are determined to make it self
sustainable.
We have every reason to be proud
of our achievement, without
leaving any room for complacence
because we still have to go a long
way. The time is for us to climb the
big ladder of name and fame in an
accelerated manner so that the
reputation of GCM as a top level
institution imparting training and
education in the field of Economics
and management crosses our
borders in not too distant a future.
I thank all the concerned for
reposing the confidence in us.
Tilak Rawal, PhD
Chairman
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Dear students and guardians,
Welcome to Global College of Management !
It’s my pleasure to mention that while you’re
going to embark on the challenging, but
rewarding journey to educate yourself and
achieve a successful career, you have considered
joining GCM, a comprehensive management
college that has embraced “students first”
philosophy. If you aspire to be a successful
person, it is not about just getting a degree,
but also grooming yourself to become an avid
learner, critical thinker, and a competent
individual with adequate soft skills.
Our prime responsibility is to create friendly
environment for students to take care of their
intellectual, emotional and physical development.
We provide internationally compatible education
and the best academic environment with
composition of best teachers, best students and
best environment with best infrastructures. We
have a culture of individual exposure to students
to sound academic environment enriched with
outstanding physical facilities.
GCM meticulously nurtures future leaders capable
of making positive difference in society, particularly
in organizational management sectors. It inculcates
precious human values and professional ethics in
the students, which make them independent in

decision making and create path that is good
for them, their society and the whole nation. To
achieve this mission we focus on experiential
learning, practical input and exposure, life skill
development with quality education, conducive
environment and outstanding results. We offer
series of co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities for holistic personality development
by way of physical, mental and moral growth
of the students.
Global College of Management has become
the first choice of the young students
seeking to explore their career goals in
business and management field with higher
achievements. GCM graduates continue to
enjoy admission to renowned universities
and prestigious employment opportunities
at home and abroad.
Achievement of your dream and happiness in
your life will reflect the outcome of our work.
As the Chief Executive Officer, I ensure that our
professors and staff are always approachable,
considerate and empowering towards
students, and each student has their academic
needs addressed in a timely fashion with
the utmost care, compassion, and respect. I
welcome to you to see that we walk the talk!
Khagendra P. Ojha, PhD
Chief Executive Officer
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AN EXCELLENT
CENTER FOR
MANAGEMENT
STUDIES
Global College of Management (GCM),
under the ownership of Pro-Ed. Ltd.,
is an English medium co-educational
institution. The promoting team of GCM
consists of academicians, researchers,
entrepreneurs and professionals
considerably renowned both at home and
outside. The college has been running
+2 (Management), Bachelor of Business
Studies (BBS) and Master of Business
Studies (MBS) programs. The +2 program
is affiliated to National Examination
Board (NEB), and BBS and MBS
programs are affiliated to Tribhuvan
University (TU).

The college occupies peaceful
surrounding and spacious land area at
Mid-Baneshwor, the prime location of
metropolis Kathmandu. The campus
is comprised of appealing operating
infrastructure with various sections for
all round in-house academic, technical
and administrative deeds of everyday.
The interiors of the college are decked
with high-tech facilities and the entire
premises pose an unparalleled look being
built on state-of-the-art infrastructure
quality.
Keeping the convenience measures in
mind, +2 level students are granted choice
of morning and day shifts as applicable
to them. Both BBS and MBS programs
are operated in the morning shift only.
The college has also provided physical
facilities to run Master’s program in
Conflict, Peace and Development Studies
in the evening shift under TU.
The primary aim of the college is to
prepare higher, middle and junior level
human resource to meet the needs of
business, industry and government in
different functional areas of management
and other research levels in affiliation
with TU. GCM programs embrace real life
features at input, process and output level
which are deemed essential to facilitate
students to work as proficient managers
albeit special priority is put on selfemployability, in the most competitive
business environment. Graduates and
Post Graduates of GCM are developed to

specialize in the executive positions
in business, industry, government
and non-government sector in the
areas like accounting, marketing,
finance, general management, hotel
management, travel and tourism, and
more…
We at GCM have a culture of individual
exposure to students to sound
academic environment enriched
with outstanding physical facilities.
Very congenial environment enriched
with advance technology, appealing
physical facilities, A-class interiors,
and superb looking college building
having sanitized and sumptuous
premises are a few inimitable features
with which GCM offers the most
promising management education at
affordable cost. The college stands one
among a very few benchmarks with its
high class ambiance maintained in the
standard world academia rejoice their
reputation with.
The college has high-tech seminar
halls equipped with AC, and all the
necessary features required for
array of curricular programs to take
place. Installed with branded PCs,
our computer labs are availed with
unlimited internet access and audiovisual facilities. Most importantly, the
college has managed a huge stock
of learning resources with its very
spacious library having abundant hard
as well as e- resources.

Due to globalization, each progressive and
future oriented individual tends to encounter
unprecedented challenges when faced with
career cross-roads. Owing to uncertainties, a
highly competitive and quality oriented learning
organization enriched with learner friendly
but effective modern technology in the field of
management studies is indeed a vital demand of the
time. The goals as such may come true only if our
educational institutions can rightly assure of quality
in education.
Global College at this verge of time is well recognized
as being a quality center for management studies
and its popularity is not only limited within national
boundary but also the college has earned an
encouraging popularity among the international
stakeholders due to its expanded academic
relations. The college has very successfully passed
its academic journey of about a decade under
Professional Educators Limited, an organization
of well-regarded academicians and an exclusive
management college.
A benchmarking image that Global College has set
in the masses of talented and progressive scholars
from all parts of the country is indeed a matter of
honor for all individuals in the field of management
education.
Moreover, I am equally pleased that bright minded
students joining BBS and MBS program come to
interact with me during my academic stay at the
college. Indeed the experience as such gives me
tremendous feeling of being an educator. I encourage
all the interested scholars to enjoy excellent learning
results as the active members of Global family.
Prof. Prem Raj Pant, PhD
Founder Director & Academic Advisor

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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EACH CLASSROOM LEARNING AT
GCM IS ELOQUENT, FACILITATED AND
PARTICIPATED EVENT THAT THE LEARNING
CIRCLES SHOULD ATTEND AS CELEBRATED
HAVING AN IMPRESSION OF BEING
INDIVIDUALLY VALUED.
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PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATORS LIMITED
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS LIMITED
(PRO-ED LTD.), A PUBLICLY INCORPORATED
COMPANY FOUNDED BY A GROUP
OF SCHOLARS, EDUCATORS AND
PROFESSIONALS OF HIGH REPUTATION, IS
A RENOWNED BRAND FOR EDUCATION. THE
COMPANY IS GOVERNED WITH A REVERED
ETHICAL VISION THAT CUTTING- EDGE
EDUCATION IN TERMS OF QUALITY AND
APPLICABILITY IN REAL LIFE SITUATION
IS A FUNDAMENTAL NEED OF NEW
GENERATIONS FOR STANDARD LIVING AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATION
IN THE COMPETITIVE FRONTS RESULTING
FROM MODERNIZATION.

In this endeavor, Pro-Ed Ltd. has been steadily
speedy on involving a large number of professionals
in its mission of institutionalizing primary to higher
education with assurance of learning management
at par with global standards integrating local social
values for the young generations. The corporate
objective of Pro-Ed Ltd. is to manage schools,
colleges and research institutions to offer quality
education in a disciplined environment keeping the
cost at affordable ceiling. Under the patronage and
direct management of most renowned professors
and educationists, Pro-Ed Ltd. is all set to produce
talented, hard-working and visionary individuals
who would come equipped with real-life and also
professional skills for the future challenges to be
coped without severity or complicacies.
Professional Educators, registered as a corporate public
limited, is legally bound to abide by all the obligations
ordained in the Company Act -2006 of Nepal. In the
spirit and theme of the corporate company, annual
general meeting (AGM) of shareholders is held every
year in order to discuss and formulate plans and
policies and also with an objective to introduce new
projects as the supportive pillars of the institutions
under it. The promoter shareholders of the company
reserve authority to elect governing board of directors
for a tenure of four years in the democratic frame.

Since inception, Global College of Management under Pro-Ed
Ltd. has shown consistent performance in academics and
extra-curricular spheres. Pro-Ed Ltd., an umbrella company
of GCM, strives constantly to develop this institution into
a “CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE” imparting management
education to young men and women, grooming their overall
personality with the highest emphasis on ethical values and
enabling them to face the challenges of the industry and
the nation at large. Pro-Ed Ltd., the mother institution of
Global College of Management, aims to expand its academic
horizon by promoting research institutions in the days to
come to explore emerging areas in management with a view
to constantly revamp its academic programs.
Education is a dynamic process of humanization to
promote analytical ability, independent thinking, and
to understand the world and society clearly that must
be appropriate to making the youth confident for selfemployment. The basic purpose of education is to make
people competent, and arouse their dormant skill so
that they can be active partners in the task of national
development. Global College of Management, vitalized by
Pro-Ed Ltd., aims at imparting practice oriented educationhaving relevance to market force along with holistic
development of its students so that they can be suitably
employed or can be a good entrepreneur. I welcome you to
Global College of Management to pursue your studies in a
subject close to your heart from among the wide spectrum
of subjects offered, so that you can be a productive citizen
of the society with sound moral values. Wishing you a
success in furthering your career.
Prof. Radhe Shyam Pradhan, PhD
Chairman, Pro-Ed Limited

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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HOMELY ENVIRONMENT CUSTOMIZED
WITH FASCINATING INTERIORS AND
EXTERIORS, MODERN TEACHING/ LEARNING
INFRASTRUCTURES AND TECHNOLOGIES IS WHAT
HELPS RANKING GCM AS NO. 1 ACADEMIC CENTER
AMONG LEARNING MASS OF YOUTH.
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GCM SCHOLARS ARE EVER
REWARDED WITH SELF-LEARNING
EXPERIENCES IN SERENE AND
STRESS FREE ENVIRONMENT.

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
DEAR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS,
I FEEL GLAD TO CONGRATULATE YOU FOR YOUR SUCCESS IN SECONDARY
EDUCATION EXAMINATION AND WELCOME YOU AT GLOBAL COLLEGE OF
MANAGEMENT (GCM) THAT IS HIGHLY ACCLAIMED FOR QUALITY EDUCATION IN
MANAGEMENT, OUTSTANDING RESULTS, AND EXCELLENT INFRASTRUCTURE.
Choosing where to pursue higher
secondary education after SEE
is a major decision and often
a perplexing one to conscious
students and their guardians.
I hope your search for an
innovative and dynamic college
where you can enjoy study in
an invigorating atmosphere of
learning with optimal academic
achievement will end at GCM if
you want to build your career in
the field of management.
We have a long tradition
of academic achievement
at GCM, where we set high
expectations for each of our
students to achieve their full
potential, to bring the best out
of them and to prepare them
ultimately for the challenges
ahead in their career and life.
We believe there is no short
cut to success and therefore,
always lay focus on diligence,
dedication and discipline while
imparting quality education.
Consequently our students
have been consistently

getting phenomenal academic
achievements that have added
glory to the college by securing
high ranks in board exams,
getting enrolled in prestigious
university programs like CA,
BBA, BHM and MBA at home
and abroad, and then handling
prestigious positions in their
professional life and running
their own successful business
ventures.
Our educational system
is designed to enthuse our
students through an innovative
approach, enlighten them with
real life education going far
beyond the bookish knowledge,
and empower them with
valuable life skills to grow
into a confident, successful
and responsible individual
who can lead from the front
in an organization and society
as well. We strive to ensure
the all round development of
our students providing them
meticulously planned and
prepared co-curricular and

extra-curricular activities
throughout the academic
session.
I feel proud to express that the
college is performing extremely
well in all the aspects to ensure
academic excellence. The clear
vision of the management
together with the systematic
implementation of the
vision and mission by the
administration, dedication of
the teaching and non-teaching
staff, cooperation of parents
and the hard work of the
students have helped GCM
get branded as an excellent
centre of excellence for
management study.
Our journey towards
excellence continues, and I
invite all of you to join it for
your bright future.
With best wishes
Amba Datt Joshi
Principal

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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ACADEMIC
PHILOSOPHY

MISSION

VISION
GCM AIMS TO BE AN
INTERNATIONALLY
REPUTED LEARNING
CENTER RECOGNIZED
FOR ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE IN
TEACHING AND
RESEARCH IN BUSINESS
AND MANAGEMENT
STUDIES.

OBJECTIVES

to develop management
graduates who would be able
to grasp local, national and
international economic needs
and dedicate quality services
accordingly;
to help management graduates
grow into smart and competent
managers, entrepreneurs and
socially responsible citizens; and
to develop able managers,
entrepreneurs and market leaders
through market-friendly, accessible,
flexible and innovative academic
programs.

I am immensely pleased to share a few important
ideas among all new aspirant learners willing to
join Global College of Management (GCM). GCM is
a management focused learning center with the
aim of producing multitalented human resource
in the area of management who can deal with the
challenges in this rapidly changing globalized world.
GCM conducts a wide range of extra-curricular as
well as co-curricular activities designed to develop
the all-round personality of students. These activities
are very useful for physical, emotional, intellectual
and social development of students. Participating
in out-of-the-classroom activities helps students
understand the importance of critical thinking
skills, time management, and academic as well
as intellectual competence. The guest lecture
series on contemporary issues, motivation and
positive attitude have ever stood helpful to broaden

to develop management graduates at various levels
with sound management knowledge, skills and values
along with positive leadership qualities;
to motivate students in a caring and conducive
learning environment to bring out the best in them;
to instill creativity and innovativeness in students
through motivational approach of personalized nurturing
guidance;
to make learning and living at the college a
wonderfully pleasant experience for all and develop a
strong yet tender bond of friendship and fraternity; and
to establish relations with universities and
management institutes of Nepal and abroad for research
and program enhancement.

students’ thinking horizon at GCM. The college always
emphasizes in the self-disciplined, self-motivated
and result-oriented learning environment. The
faculties,management team, and the administrative
staff are dedicated and committed to deliver services
with utmost care in a corporate culture. At this juncture
of time, the college has proven its superb strength
on attaining highly appreciable result as well as
reputation in the market by ensuring quality education.
I would like to extend hearty congratulations for these
achievements to all GCM team members at all levels;
management, faculties, students, and the guardians,
and urge/appeal all our stakeholders to move forward
with the spirit of learning ahead.
Nar Bahadur Bista, PhD
Former Principal, Presently Director

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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GCM IS A DISTINGUISHED CENTRE
OF LEARNING, WHERE IN-WALKING
INDIVIDUALS ARE WELCOMED WITH
CHEERFUL WARMTH SO AS TO INSPIRE
FAMILY FEELING THAT TO A LARGE EXTENT
ALLOWS TRANSLATING ITS SHARED
VISION “ACHIEVERS’ HAVEN”.
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STUDENT CENTERED
TEACHING METHODS
TEACHING METHODOLOGY AT GCM IS VIRTUALLY MODERN
AND STUDENT-CENTERED. IT IS SUPPORTED BY MUCH
UPDATED TEACHING- LEARNING PROCEDURES GUIDING
ACTIVE CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION OF STUDENTS AND
FACULTIES. OUR MULTIPLE TEACHING METHODS ARE; INDEPTH TEXTUAL ANALYSIS AND COMPREHENSIVE IN-CLASS
EXERCISES DERIVED FROM BUSINESS CASE STUDIES.
Various activities such as; tutorials, seminars, library research, selfstudy, presentations, group-discussions, field visits, projects and
many more… are the most regularly used teaching methods adopted
as the mainstream academic concerns at GCM. The innovative and
noble objectives as such can be achieved if learning is not limited to
acquisition of knowledge from the text books alone.
All the techniques used at GCM are tested and trusted as being
exceptionally active teaching-learning approaches adopted in the
progressive and result oriented institutions.

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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GCM ASSURES OF RICH ENVIRONMENT
FOR STUDENTS TO EXPERIENCE
WE CREATE
ENVIRONMENT
ACADEMIC
LEARNING
THAT THE COLLEGE
FOR CRITICAL
AND INNOVATIVE
MATERIALIZES
BY MEANS
OF ITS
LEARNING LIBRARIES
IN COLLABORATIVE
AND
RESOURCEFUL
HAVING A STOCK
GROUPAND
DYNAMISM
FACILITATED BY
OF HARD
E-RESOURCES.
OUR ENERGETIC FACULTIES.
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WE HELP OUR STUDENTS COLLABORATE
IN SHARED LEARNING TO COME TRUE
BY MEANS OF STUDENT INITIATED AS
WELL AS PARTICIPATED PRESENTATIONS
AS THE KEY AND REGULAR CALENDAR
EVENTS AT GCM.

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT

GROUP WORK
GCM is adamant on the
philosophy to excel in the
management education, and for
this, a culture of team work is
deemed a must for the learning
minds to acquire knowledge
on how to deal with varying
dimensions of business in groups.
In this direction, students are
exposed to group activities in
all subjects by their respective
faculties on regular basis within
and beyond the class hours.
Groups are generally given special
problems on various topics for
the members to actively unfold
solutions that the students
are instructed to bring about
by carrying out intensive and
extensive reviews of literature
pertinent to the level of program
from +2 through BBS and MBS.
CASE STUDY
GCM students are exposed
to business case studies
assigned individually and
in groups designed as the
research projects in line with
class activities so as to comply
with the internal evaluation
process of the courses from +2
through BBS and MBS. Research
based cases are selected for
students to attempt analysis

and evaluation of the issues
presented in the cases. The
case studies are specific to the
academic area and level so that
students at their respective level
can work on them. Concerned
faculties are deputed to evaluate
student aptitude in selecting,
approaching and analyzing
business cases.
SUBJECT-PRESENTATIONS
Presentation is a mainstream
teaching-learning procedure,
and so, has been endorsed
in all the subjects relating
management such as;
Accountancy, Economics,
Business Studies, Computer
Science, Mathematics, Hotel
Management, English, and
Nepali at GCM. Presentation is
practiced to direct the whole
curricula of management so
that the college graduates in
their post college life can handle
career fronts as the leading
managers or entrepreneurs. GCM
faculties lend students adequate
freedom for topic selection
of their choice in the subject
areas in the predetermined
schedules. GCM presentations
are technically deigned and
ICT supported. Students are
facilitated in full-fledged manner

CODE OF
CONDUCT

Living in a society requires
everyone to stand with rules
and regulations in order
to achieve the celebrated
values at par. GCM is a
society of professionals and
aims at imparting quality
education along with high
degree of social respect and
morality. The college gives
importance to right attitude
and discipline, and in this
regard, our students along
with the working personnel
of the college are conferred
with the college code of
conduct as well as terms of
reference respectively, so
that the institutional values
are respectfully observed at
each level.

with logistic support to prepare
power point presentations on
the topics assigned as a part
of internal evaluation by the
faculties, presentation experts
and the college administration
in the combined mode of team
work.
HOMEWORK, ASSIGNMENT
AND PROJECT WORK
GCM places special emphasis on
learner engaged responsibilities
for individual as well as group
learning models so as to
model them as the responsive
individuals who would come out
with decent working culture
through their professional life.
In order to address this learning,
our students are assigned
subject-wise homework and
term based assignments. Board
exam model question sets are
special tools used at GCM for
the purpose of assignments
conferred to students with a
view to helping them boost up
their confidence level. Besides,
real-life learning projects are
assigned to students in certain
tenures to be attempted in
groups followed by presentation
of the same before the
occasional gatherings at GCM.
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WRITING AND PUBLISHING
GCM provides its scholars
with opportunities to writing
competitions throughout the year.
Students themselves are involved
in such programs and also publish
newsletters and college magazines
apart from a wide range of cocurricula like debates, quizzes,
music, singing and many more
types of competitions organized
at several occasions. GCM tends
to publish brochures, prospectus,
college magazine, and news bulletin
represented by students, faculties,
GCM alumni and guest professionals
in their respective level.
USE OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Teaching and learning at GCM is
virtually supported by high-tech
modern technology. The college
is equipped with advance digital
technology in all the sections of
college interiors. The learning spots
as computer labs, library, class
rooms, seminar and activity halls,
faculty cubes and MIS department
are all provided an access to WIFI
and internet facilities. All the active
locations of GCM are equipped with
the facilities of multimedia and
projectors, technological accessories
and audio –visuals that the faculties
and students can use at their
convenience.
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LEARNING BEYOND
CLASSROOM
ACADEMIC AND
CULTURAL LEARNING
GCM gives special emphasis on
cultural as well as academically
skill oriented programs such
as arts and craft, dance and
music, dramatics, and sports
programs. Cultural dance
and music competitions are
organized in presence of
celebrities in the field to support
student participation. Welcome
and farewell programs are the
special events organized by
students at GCM. Art and craft
competitions are organized,
followed by prize and certificate
distribution to successful
participant students.

SOCIAL WORK
Promoting active participation
in social events in the hours
of need, a noble concept of
social responsibility is intently
instilled in the students at
GCM. To achieve this goal,
students are highly motivated
for active participation and
encouraged to lend supportive
hands to the populace in need
in the immediate vicinities
as well as across the nation.
Students are endowed with
regular participation in social
events like social awareness
program, blood donation, fund
collection campaigns during
natural calamities, and many
more social voluntary services
in considerably schemed
framework.

INDUSTRIAL VISITS
The college has established
official links with many
business houses in and out
of Kathmandu valley so that
students have an opportunity to
visit and explore real business
related skills, components and
commercial culture system.
Industrial visit and internship
programs as such which help
to build up self-confidence
and in turn, support practical
experience. GCM organizes
industrial visit for students
of business studies and hotel
management at least once in a
year whereas there are several
occasions that the students are
taken on one day excursions
most often as needed in
different subjects.

CALENDAR ACTIVITIES OF GCM
Sports

Dance and
music

Art &
craft

Poem
writing &
recitation

Book and
newspaper
making

Personality
development
program

Presentations

Welcome/farewell
program

Creative
writing

Career
Counselling

Public
speaking

Essay
writing

Quizzes

Social
work

Field vist

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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GCM IS FOR PARADIGM SHIFTS IN EDUCATION
AND FOR THIS, STUDENTS ARE AVAILED WITH
AGE-APPROPRIATE OUTREACH ADVENTUROUS
AND EXPERIENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES TO
AUGMENT THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
INTO REAL LIFE LEARNING.
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PROFESSIONAL
ACHIEVEMENTS
GCM HAS LENT SPECIAL FOCUS ON COGNITIVE COCURRICULAR APART FROM ACADEMIC SUBJECT
KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS WITH A VIEW TO HELPING
ITS STUDENTS BUILD UP CONFIDENCE AND
ENHANCE LIFE SKILLS AS THE SPECIAL REQUISITES
FOR BEHAVIORAL AUGMENTATION.
The college has constantly
ensured commendable
achievement at various levels
from the very beginning of its
foundation. Outstanding board
& university results are super
achievement indicators to be
considered for comprehensive
view of the quality guaranteed
in the field of management
studies to date. Our students
have frequently experienced
distinct performance
accredited on successful
accomplishment of board &
university final examinations.
Besides, GCM students are
marked throughout their

involvement at the college being
benefitted enormously from
the co-curricular competitions
at inter-college, regional,
national & international level.
The continuously achieved
outstanding results prove GCM
as an achievers’ haven in the
higher studies.
Apart from the academic
achievements, the graduates
and post graduates from GCM
have wrought distinct profile
in the field of professional
achievements both across the
nation and abroad.

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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GCM OFFERS A DISTINCT AND CONDUCIVE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR ITS LEARNER
GROUPS TO EXPERIENCE REALISTIC PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE MOST OFTEN HAPPENING THROUGH
PRACTICAL SESSIONS IN ALL THE SUBJECTS OF
MANAGEMENT HAVING A SCOPE FOR
LEARNING THROUGH DOING.
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PROGRAM COORDINATOR SAYS...
Dear SEE graduates,
I warmly welcome you at Global
College of Management (GCM) that
enjoys the privilege of selecting
brilliant students of the country
with diverse backgrounds in its
exclusive management programs
ranging from +2 to the Master’s.
I want to assure you that you
will relish your academic journey
at GCM, getting simultaneously
transformed into a more
competent, conscientious and
skillful individual.
Innovative in its pedagogical
approach, passionate in pursuit
of excellence, and robust in its
academic aims, GCM strives
to shape future managers by
meticulously equipping students
with rigorous academic training
and professional skills. We provide
them a stimulating and conducive
learning environment both within
and outside the class-rooms, where
they can think beyond visible limits,
challenge assumptions, and add the
value of excellence to whatever they
do. They not only get the benefit
of the expert faculty but also get

mentored by the Global Alumni
who have, over the years, brought
laurels to their alma mater.
At GCM, students are expected to
put learning as their top priority so
that they can enrich themselves
with sound knowledge, valuable
skills and thus can be prepared to
succeed in extremely competitive
modern world. Aristotle once said,
“The roots of education are bitter,
but the fruit is sweet”. Quality
education comes at the cost of
dedication, commitment, and
hard work. Learning is a rewarding
experience at GCM where the
well-qualified and caring faculties,
supportive non-teaching staff,
and proactive management
team are working very hard and
thus inching towards that goal
where ‘fruit is really sweet’ for
the students. Our state-of-theart building, well-stuffed library,
peaceful study zone, computer lab
with high speed internet service,
psychological counseling, and
numerous extra-curricular and
co-curricular programs facilitate
the young minds to bring the best
out of them.

When you join GCM, you can
look forward to encountering
an intensive academic program
that will push you to optimize
your full potential. I am, however,
confident that all of you have
the capability to meet our
expectations and the demands
of your classes and teachers.
Our child centered teaching
learning approach ensures that
all students become critical
thinkers, active problem-solvers,
and competent professionals. We
do all of this to prepare you for
the demands of the real-world,
and help you become productive
citizens and responsibly
contribute to your society and
nation.
I feel excited to work with yet
another batch of fresh talented
and career oriented youth from
all over the nation. Join Global
College of Management to
experience the culture of learning
and to broaden your social and
intellectual horizon.
Shankar Pyakurel
Program Coordinator
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LUXURIOUS AMENITIES AND FINEST STUDENT
STUDY PARLORS AT GCM CONTRIBUTE TO
SELF- INTUITED, GROUP PARTICIPATED AND
MUTUALLY SHARED LEARNING HABITS THAT
IN TURNS OF TIME ARE EXPECTED TO GET
TRANSFORMED INTO THE MAINSTREAM
LEARNING CULTURES.
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+2 PROGRAM
WITH PLEASANT
PHYSICAL AND
EDUCATIONAL
FACILITIES, +2
PROGRAM AT GCM
FURNISHES ITS
STUDENTS WITH
A WIDE RANGE OF
OPTIONS WHICH
MAKE IT STAND
HIGHLY RESOURCEFUL
IN THE MARKET.
SPONTANEOUS
AND CONSIDERATE
DEDICATION FROM
OUR CORE FACULTIES
IS INEVITABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE
MISSION AND GOALS
ESPOUSED BY THE
COLLEGE THAT IN
TURN MUST BENEFIT
ALL INCUMBENTS AND
ALSO THE STUDENTS
AS ITS KEY MEMBERS.

LEARNING
RESULTS

ADMISSION PROCEDURES
ELIGIBILITY
Students seeking admissions
at GCM are required to secure
minimum 2.8 GPA in Secondary
Education Examination (SEE).
ENTRANCE TEST
Students must appear for the
entrance test as scheduled
by the college. The test
comprises questions related to
Mathematics, English, Nepali
and General Knowledge.
INTERVIEW
Each candidate on getting
through entrance test is called
for interview.

FINAL RESULT FOR
ADMISSION
The final result of successful
candidates for admission
is published on the basis
of weighted average of the
entrance test, interview and
SEE marks.
SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarship is merit and
criteria based as fixed by
the National Examination
Board of Nepal. Candidates
willing for scholarship
are required to pass out
competitive exams in order
to receive scholarship on
filling the scholarship form
for final selection.

COURSE COMPOSITION
GRADE XI

COMPULSORY SUBJECTS-I
1. Compulsory English-I
2. Compulsory Nepali
3. Accountancy-I
4. Economics-I
OPTIONAL SUBJECTS-I (any one)
Business Studies-I
Hotel Management-I
Basic Mathematics-I
Computer Science-I

GRADE XII

COMPULSORY SUBJECTS-II
1. Compulsory English-II
2. Accountancy-II
3. Economics-II
OPTIONAL SUBJECTS-II (any one)
Business Studies-II
Hotel Management-II
Basic Mathematics-II
Computer Science-II
OPTIONAL SUBJECTS (any one)
Business Mathematics
Marketing

GCM graduates are expected to possess
balanced combination of conceptual
clarity, specialized expertise, global
perspective, professional skills and
personal qualities in line with the need
of today’s business world. Instilled with
these essential qualities, our management
graduates are expected to be able to
direct and lead organizations in future.
Further, graduates are expected to develop
scholastic attitude, skills and attributes
so essential in their advanced studies
and research field. On completion of the
program, the graduates are expected to:
l demonstrate sound conceptual
standing;
l think clearly, critically, and creatively;
l find, analyze, evaluate and use a
wide range of information swiftly and
effectively;
l work effectively in a team;
 develop commitment to professional
ethics;
l develop global as well as national
perspectives;
l develop scholastic aptitude for
continuous learning and intellectual
enhancement; and
l develop entrepreneurial skill and
attitude.
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BBS PROGRAM
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS STUDIES (BBS) AT GCM STANDS AS A SPECIAL ACADEMIC PROGRAM
FEATURED WITH A NUMBER OF REMARKABLE ETIQUETTES SUCH AS; BEST ACADEMIC FACULTIES,
CORPORATE NETWORKING FOR PRACTICAL TRAINING, A VERY CONDUCIVE ACADEMIC
ENVIRONMENT FOR FOCUSED STUDIES, AND CARING GUIDANCE. THESE ARE A FEW SALIENT
FEATURES THE COLLEGE HAS ENSURED TO PAVE A WAY TOWARDS ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE.
BBS is a multi-disciplinary,
broad- based and resultoriented program at GCM. The
TU curriculum for BBS provides
strong theoretical understanding
while developing usable skills
within a broad spectrum of
business problems. Along with a
number of compulsory courses,
students at GCM are availed
with the options to specialize in
the specific areas of study. Our
teaching activities are comprised
of lectures, group work and
projects, and presentations on
free topics relevant to business
and social development all of
which encourage the exchange of
ideas and mutual learning with a
flavor of practicality.

ADMISSION PROCEDURES
ELIGIBILITY
Candidates seeking admissions at
GCM are required to come up with
the education profile as stipulated
here: +2 (NEB) or equivalent with at
least second division.
ENTRANCE TEST
Candidates must appear in the
entrance test as scheduled by
the college. The test comprises
questions related to verbal ability,
quantitative ability, business and
Economics, logical reasoning and
general awareness.

INTERVIEW
Each candidate on getting
through entrance test is called
for interview.
FINAL RESULT FOR
ADMISSION
The final result of
successful candidates for
admission is published
on the basis of weighted
average of the entrance
test, interview and +2
marks.
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MBS PROGRAM
MASTER OF BUSINESS STUDIES (MBS)
(2 YEARS, 4 SEMESTERS) AT GCM
IS A UNIQUE BLEND OF COURSES,
SPECIFIED BY TRIBHUVAN UNIVERSITY,
AND CAPSULE COURSES COMPRISING
INTERNSHIP, MANAGERIAL
COMMUNICATION AND RESEARCH
WORK GUIDED BY RESEARCHERS OF
CONSIDERABLE RENOWN BOTH AT
HOME AND OUTSIDE.

The theoretical aspect of the
curriculum of MBS is sound and
internationally recognized. The
practical exposure is equally
important in order to cope with
the competitive global business
environment. Project work, term
paper writing, presentation,
seminars and internship for
the practical exposure are the
aptitude building academic
features of MBS. Students
explore new ways of looking at
the problems and seek solutions
to such problems through
intense debate and close
interaction among themselves
under the watchful guidance of

the faculty members. We are
confident that MBS students
are immensely benefited by the
rich experience and knowledge
of distinguished personalities
associated with GCM.
ELIGIBILITY
Candidates seeking admissions
to MBS at GCM should have
a Bachelor’s degree from any
recognized university with a
minimum score of second division.
ENTRANCE TEST
Must pass the College
Admission Test (CAT)

INTERVIEW
Each candidate on getting through
the entrance test is called for
interview.
FINAL RESULT FOR ADMISSION
The result for admission is
published on the basis of weighted
average marks of the Entrance,
Interview and Bachelor’s Degree.
SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarship is merit based at
GCM. Candidates willing for
scholarship are required to
pass out competitive exams
to receive scholarship on filling
the scholarship form for final
selection.
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TEACHING FACULTIES

HUMAN RESOURCE
HIGHLY COMMITTED TEAM OF PROFESSORS, EDUCATIONISTS,
RESEARCHERS, AUTHORS AND SUBJECT EXPERTS ARE THE KEY STRENGTH
OF GCM INSPIRING ALL ITS STAKEHOLDERS TOWARD ACHIEVING ITS VISION.
GCM faculties and staff as the dynamic and potential team members under the guidance of
senior members, work enthusiastically to excel the quality of teaching in overall aspects. The
personnel are highly motivated and dedicated to ensure conducive learning environment at
the college. Therefore, the college has high potentiality to offer a wide range of educational
programs to meet and even excel the requirements of our stakeholders. High degree of
discipline is maintained by our faculties which has carved a niche for GCM in leading the
academic environment. This has paved a smooth way to quality education in a quality setting.

THE COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION
CEO
Khagendra P. Ojha, PhD
PRINCIPAL

Amba Datt Joshi

ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION

Shankar Pyakurel, Program Coordinator
Mansun K C, Asst. Program Coordinator
Jay Gaudel, ECA In-charge
Bhim Chandra Gautam, MIS Officer
Dilip Kumar Maharjan, Program Officer (Exam)
Kishor Khadka, Program Officer (NEB Program)
Prem Krishna Shrestha, Program Officer (Discipline and Sports)
Amit Kumar Chaudhary, Library In-charge
Rachana Ojha, Officer (Counselor)
Laxmi Koirala, Communication Officer
Pratima Dhakal, Asst. Communication Officer

Arun Ghimire, Asst. Sports In-charge
Shakul Koirala, Asst. Library In-charge
Anup Neupane, MIS Assistant
Arjun Kharel, Office Assistant
Bikash Deuba, Office Assistant

FINANCE & OPERATIONS

Nava Raj Bhandari, Finance Manager
Dharma Raj Ojha, Operations Manager
Tanka Pokhrel, Company Secretary
Prajwal Shrestha, Asst. Finance Manager
Sailesh Palunga Limbu, Asst. Revenue Officer
Umakanta Joshi, Inventory & Utilities
Shiva Ram Bhandari, Operations Assistant
Ashok Yakha, House Keeping Supervisor
Jeevan Lama, Junior Office Assistant
Ranbir Oli, Assistant House Keeping
Bina Tamang, Messenger

Kumari Thapa, Messenger
Mina Jirel, Messenger
Champa Shrestha, Messenger

DRIVER

Ganesh Baniya
Mukunda Raj Joshi
Ram Chaudhary
Krishna Chaudhary
Yogendra Deuba
Nil Krishna Sakha

SECURITY

Padam Raj Joshi
Surya Bahadur Bogati
Ram Bahadur Thapa Magar

DEPARTMENT HEADS / ADVISORS
Ajay Kumar Khadka, Department Advisor (Accountancy)
Amba Datt Joshi, HOD (Mathematics); Principal
Bishnu Prasad Sharma, HOD (General Management)
Him Koirala, HOD (Computer Science)
Indra Bdr. Bohara HOD (Accountancy)
Khagraj Joshi, HOD (Nepali)
Narayan Prasad Chudal, PhD, HOD (English)
Nirmal Kumar Neupane, HOD (Economics)
Rajendra Prasad Tripathi, HOD (Hotel Management)
ACCOUNTANCY
Ajaya Kumar Khadka, MBA (TU)
Dharma Raj Timilsina, MBS (TU)
Ganesh Bista, MBS (TU)
Indra Bdr. Bohara, MPhil (TU)
Khagendra P. Ojha, PhD (University of Warsaw)
Ram Prasad Nyaupane, MPhil (TU)
Saju Shrestha, MPhil (TU)
Tulashi Ram Shrestha, MBS (TU)
Yogendra Ranabhat, MBS (TU)
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Him Koirala, MSc (PoU)
ECONOMICS
Deny Mishra, MA (TU)
Ganga Dhar Dahal, PhD (University of Warsaw)
Hom Nath Poudel, MPhil (TU)
Khem Bdr. Khadka, MA (TU)
Mani Ratna Lamsal, MA (TU)
Nar Bahadur Bista, PhD (University of Warsaw)
Nirmal Kumar Neupane, MPhil (TU)
Pramod Pyara Shrestha, MA (TU)
Sarika Bista, MA (TU)
ENGLISH
Anju Gupta, PhD (TU)
Ashok Sapkota, MPhil (KU)
Bhabesh Kumar Labh, MPhil (PoU)
Jay Gaudel, MA (TU)
Narayan Prasad Chudal, PhD (TU)
Om Prasad Adhikari, MA (TU)
Raj Kumar Gurung, PhD (TU)

GENERAL MANAGEMENT & MARKETING
Binod Kumar Bista, PhD Scholar (SIU)
Bishnu Pd. Sharma, MBA (NBU)
Hari Kumar Karki, MBS (TU)
Nirmal Gurung, MBS (TU)
Nishan Gautam, MBS (TU)
Sabita Shah (Thakuri), MPhil Scholar (KU)
Shankar Pyakurel, MBS (TU)
HOTEL MANAGEMENT
Rajendra P. Tripathi, MTTM (INGNOU)
Subash Gadtaula, MHM (Switzerland)
MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
Amba Datt Joshi, MSc (TU)
Bhanu Rai, MPhil Scholar (TU)
Gokul Badu, MSc (TU)
Mukund Jha, MSc (TU)
NEPALI
Bhagawat Dhakal, PhD (TU)
Dibeshwori Joshi, MPhil (TU)
Kamal Raj Upadhaya, MA (TU)
Khag Raj Joshi, MPhil (TU)
Shesh Nath Poudel, MPhil (TU)
Subash Chandra Bhandari, MA (TU)
SENIOR FACULTIES
Prof. Prem Raj Pant, PhD
Prof. Pushkar Bajracharya, PhD
Prof. Radhe Shyam Pradhan, PhD
Tilak Rawal, PhD
Prof. Azay B. Sthapit, PhD
Prof. Subarna Lal Bajracharya, PhD
VISITING FACULTIES
Prof. Alojzy Z. Nowak, PhD
Prof. John Walsh, PhD
Prof. Madav Raj Koirala, PhD
Prof. Prakash Muni Bajracharya, PhD
Karan Singh Thagunna, PhD
Manish Thapa, PhD
Niraj Poudyal, PhD
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STUDENT SERVICES
PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELLING
The college management believes that
students not only consolidate their
professional confidence by completing
the prescribed course of studies in
their respective areas merely, instead,
student problem solving programs
result into miracle for them. In this
direction, psychological counselling is
a very strong tool to address learning
needs and career prospects of learning
individuals in shaping students as the
competent learners, professionals and
the able work forces in their immediate
future. Counselling is a motivational
approach in lieu of penal measures that
the global academia use for bringing
about correction in student behavior.
Realizing the fact as this, counselling
has been positioned as a part of regular
curricula at GCM.

CAREER COUNSELLING
Career counselling is a follow
up program in line with the
psychological counseling offered
right from the time students get
enrolled and continues through till
the end of the academic session.
Students are frequently exposed
to professional career counsellors,
and throughout their stay at GCM,
full time counselors are deputed
to extend support to address
students’ quests about how to
select subjects to capture career
directions.

GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT
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GCM FACULTIES SENSIBLY
FACILITATE STUDENTS AT NEEDS
BY MEANS OF TUTORIAL AND
EXTRA SUPPORT.
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GCM PAYS FULL ATTENTION AND PROVIDES
OPEN ACCESS AS WELL AS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR RESEARCH AND INQUIRY BASED
LEARNING AS A MAINSTREAM INSTITUTIONAL
PROGRAM OF THE COLLEGE SET OUT TO
DEVELOP COMMUNITIES OF RESEARCH AND
ACADEMIC PROFESSIONALS.
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MOTIVATIONAL LECTURES
GCM provides its scholars
motivational lecture sessions
on various occasions
when special events are
organized. Distinguished
guest personalities and
celebrities are invited
to deliver motivational
lectures or the inspirational
talks. There are a number
of workshops on various
management related issues
held in presence of national
and international dignitaries.
The key objective behind such
programs is to help students
to be acquainted with crosscultural issues of business
and learn to develop working
personality with optimism.
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STUDENT LIFE
GLOBAL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT IS AT THIS INSTANCE
A FLOURISHED ACADEMIC CENTER OF EXCLUSIVE
MANAGEMENT STUDIES PRIVILEGED TO ENJOY HIGH
REPUTATION FOR ITS INCOMPARABLE INFRASTRUCTURE,
AMIABLE AND STUDENT FRIENDLY COLLEGE PREMISES,
ULTRA-MODERN PHYSICAL AND ACADEMIC FACILITIES
ALONG WITH THE PRODIGIOUSLY DESIGNED RESOURCE
FACILITIES ATTENDED AND OPERATED BY EFFICIENT
TEAM OF PROFESSIONAL HUMAN RESOURCES. WITH
SPECIAL PRIORITY ON STUDENTS, GCM WARRANTS ALL
ITS STAKEHOLDERS WITH VARIOUS KINDS OF FACILITIES
DEEMED ESSENTIAL TO SUPPORT WORKING AND
LEARNING ABUNDANTLY. FEW REMARKABLE AMENITIES
OF THE COLLEGE HAVE BEEN STATED UNDER:

CAFETERIA
The college cafeteria offers healthy
meals and snacks to students
and the college staff members at
reasonable tariff. GCM students
at their break times are served
with hygienic meals and snacks
menu-wise on all weekdays. The
college gives special care in serving
the students, working faculties
and staff with the best possible
snacks and meals. Apart from
offering continental menu during
the meal and snacks- break times,
keeping in view that individuals
making intellectual efforts equally
need to have nutritious diets to
balance their work pressure and
good health. There is a culture of
one standard menu for all users of
cafeteria at GCM.
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HEALTH IS THE MOST SENSITIVE COMPONENT IN
ONE’S LIFE AND TO A LARGE EXTENT DEPENDS
ON HOW HYGIENIC WE EAT AND DRINK. GCM
CAFETERIA IS A SPECIAL SITE WHERE FOOD SERVICE
IS EXTENDED TO YOUNG LEARNING MINDS WITH THE
MENU THAT SUPPLEMENT HIGHLY NOURISHING AND
CONTINENTAL TASTES AT AFFORDABLE COST.
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SPORTS
There are many popular sporting
programs, coaching activities and
events at the college. Out-door
sport events are held in the form
of regular inter-section matches.
There are ample opportunities for
students to develop their fitness
and health in a non-competitive
way within and beyond the
college premises. The college
has a trend to observe annual
sports week program which it
organizes as a special occasion
for every student to participate
and prove their sporting talents
in a multiple range of physical
sports as well as intellectual
competitions.
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GLOBALIANS ARE PREPARED NOT ONLY
TO THRIVE THROUGH MENTAL EXERCISES,
BUT PLENTY OF INDOOR AS WELL AS
OUTDOOR SPORTS ARE ORGANIZED
AT FREQUENT INTERVALS COACHED
BY PROFESSIONAL SPORTSMEN AS A
SUPPORTIVE STRATEGY ASPIRED TO
MOTIVATE LEARNING MINDS.
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COMPUTER LAB
GCM computer lab is
technically well equipped
with branded LCD
computers and unlimited
internet facilities. Each
member-student is
accessed with individual
computer at the ratio of
one student one computer
in the lab . The lab is
managed and used for the
purpose of online resources,
web designing or computer
related learning aspects as
well as computer science
studies.
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LIBRARY
The college provides its learning
communities with the up-dated
and rich library facilities so as to
help making teaching-learning
process more resourceful and
complete. It has a wide collection
of books, periodicals, videos and
CD-ROMs. The stock of audiovisual
materials in addition to the access
to e-library is ever extended with

a view to ascertain wide range of
self-study experience. The library
is also a spacious location where
students are often sent with
research based assignments and
most frequently assigned online
resource - based problems. The
college library is operated in active
participation of the full time library
staff to keep it active for 12 hours.

TRANSPORTATION
The college deputes a number of buses
for easy conveyance to students in
and around the ring-road locations
of Kathmandu, Bhaktapur and
Lalitpur at a very reasonable cost.
The bus services are provided for the
duration of one academic session once
registered and students are required to
re-register if they want the service in
the next academic session too.
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